ATTENTION MAY 2023 GRADUATES!

TAKE THE GRADUATION EXIT SURVEY!

Walk-Ins This Week!
Bobbi
Thursday 1-3pm
Friday 10:30am-noon
Katie
Wednesday 9am-12pm and 1-3pm

CNR Student Success Center
TNR 122
cnrssc@uwsp.edu
715-346-4081
www.uwsp.edu/cnr/ssc/

CNR SSC Peer Appointments available HERE.

CNR SSC Office Hours
8am-5pm Monday-Thursday
8am-1pm Friday
Zoom appointments available.

Come see Teddy, the therapy dog, Monday, May 15th from 10-12 and get some ice cream, coffee, hot chocolate in the CNR SSC during finals week!

Photo by Katie Youngberg
May 8-12, 2023
JOIN US FOR

SUMMER FIELD EXPERIENCE

SOCIAL

WEDNESDAY, MAY 10TH AT 4:00PM

Grab snacks, meet some new friends, and have your questions answered!

FIRST SESSION TREEHAVEN - MEET IN EAST LOBBY BY TNR 100
SECOND SESSION TREEHAVEN - MEET IN CENTER LOBBY BY THE VIVE
THIRD SESSION CAMPUS-HAVEN - MEET IN THE WEST LOBBY BY TNR 170
CALLING ALL CONSERVATION AND COMMUNITY PLANNING MAJORS!

NEW Environment and Conservation Planning Club
(official name TBD)

What is this club?
We are conservation and community planning majors, who were looking for a club tailored to our major! We plan on working with local governments and statewide organizations on applied conservation projects and research.

Who can join?
Anyone! We are open to all majors!

Plans
We want to hear from you! There are many projects we have been approached to work on. We have many projects just waiting to be done!

Contact Info
If you have any questions please contact:
Austin Holland
auhollan@uwsp.edu
Morgan Goff
mgoff300@uwsp.edu

General Information Meeting
Wednesday at 5pm in TNR 352

FREE PIZZA!
May 11th
5-7PM

CNR COLORING NIGHT

COOKIES & JUICE BOXES

Meet in the TNR West Lobby
COLORING SHEETS AND ART SUPPLIES PROVIDED

Hosted by CNR SSC Peer Mentor Claire!
Best Wishes Spring ‘23 CNR Graduates!
Congrats! You did it!
We wish you all the very best!

CNR T-shirts in the CNR SSC too!
Need a last minute graduation gift or just want to show your CNR pride? Stop in for a new t-shirt too! Only $15!

A special farewell to CNR SCC Peer Mentors:
Grace Frickenstein and Grace Kober
We miss you already! Thank you for everything!

Grace Kober (Left) - Environmental Science with a Soils Minor
Grace Frickenstein (Right) - Wildlife Ecology and Management with Captive Wildlife and Biology Minors
Chancellor’s Leadership Award
Spring 2023

Jessica Bielak  Wildlife Ecology and Management
Amber Hansen  Conservation Law Enforcement
Catrina Johnson  Wildlife Ecology and Management
Grace Kober  Environmental Science and Management
Matthew Le  Urban and Community Forestry
Molly Murr  Wildlife Ecology and Management
Marcie Nelson  Chemical and Paper Science Engineering
Adam Nyhus  Wildlife Ecology and Management
Annika Roisen  Water Resources
Will Scheder  Environmental Science and Management and Political Science
Amber Smith  Wildlife Ecology and Management
Kasy Walker-Daniels  Ecosystem Restoration and Management
It’s for the Birds

Join UW-Stevens Point students for a field tour to witness the ecological restoration on the Minister Lake Property at the Central Wisconsin Environmental Station.

10:30AM*
Friday, May 12th
Walker Lodge
10186 County Road MM
Amherst Junction, WI 54407

*Open to all community members!

College of Natural Resources
University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point
Visit TNR 410 on 5/15-5/17 from 10am-3pm

- Check out our live fish lab
- Newly renovated!
- Learn about Ichthyology Society and what we do as a club

- We are offering new Research opportunities for students of all ages!
- If you are interested in captive or wild fish research, come talk to us!

Ichthyology Society Open House!
Tropical Ecology Winterim - Costa Rica 2023/24

Trip Leaders: Drs. Becca Franzen (EE/I) and Chris Yahnke (Wildlife)
Learn about some of the most biologically diverse ecosystems in the world. Explore rain forests, cloud forests, active volcanoes, estuaries, coral reefs, mangroves, dry tropical forests, beaches, banana and coffee plantations. Observe the incredible array of flora and fauna in this small, but diverse country. Identify several hundred species of birds. See howler monkeys, leatherback turtles, sloths, crocodiles, and if you’re lucky, a jaguarundi! Space is limited to 18. Applications above that number will be placed on a waitlist.

Apply Here!
Course Notes/ Updates

- **BIOL 130 “Introduction to Plant Biology”** - only release a few open seats each day, if planning to take in Fall 2023, email Bio Dept for section permission
- **BIOL 111 “Principles of Biology II”** - removing Chem as a prereq, if planning to take Fall 2023 but chem is not done, email Bio Dept for prereq override permission
- **BIOL 342 “Vascular Plant Taxonomy”** - offered Fall 2023 then not again until Spring 2025
- **BIOL 355 “Plant Ecology”** - willing to waive prereqs if you’ve taken into biology and have a strong interest in plants, reach out to Dr. Brian Barringer for permission
- **CHEM 101 “Basic Chemistry”** - offered 100% online this summer, please note it does conflict with SFE
- **FOR 326 “Wildfire Prevention and Management”** - no longer offered, instead student can take **FOR 324 “Fire Mgt and Ecology”** in spring which will be going to 3 credits
- **FOR 329 “Harvesting Systems”** - offered Fall 2023 and Fall 2024, then return back to every semester
- **GEOG 342 “GIS Database Design and Data Modeling”** - offered Fall 2023 then not again until Fall 2025 (fall of odd years)
- **GEOL 104 “Physical Geology”** - now fall only
- **NRES 373 “Agronomy, Agriculture and the Environment”** - now listed as **SOIL 373** with the same name
- **PHYS 201 “Applied Principles of Physics I”** - not offered Fall 2023, may be switching to spring only
- **WATR 320 “Techniques in Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences”** - new elective course for Fisheries majors
- **WATR 350 “Stream and Wetland Restoration”** - permissions only course for upper-level Water majors, contact Dr. Herrman for details
- **WATR 383 “Hydrogeology”** - will be offered this Fall 2023, prereqs NRES 251 or Geol 104, highly recommend you take this class Fall 2023 if needed for your major as it is not offered regularly
- **WATR 384 “Life History of Fishes”** - switched to spring only
- **WATR 492 “Advanced Techniques in Environmental Analysis”** - not offered Fall 2023, but will be offered Spring 2024, prereqs will update to just WATR 390 or CHEM 248
WDNR Certification Interest Survey

Would you be interested in getting your WDNR certification to operate a boat, UTV and/or snowmobile? If there is enough interest, the CNR Stockroom will plan to offer the classes for those certifications during the Fall 2023 semester. If you are interested, please fill out this short 6 question survey. [Survey Here!](#)

CNR JOB BOARD

Apply for Scholarships!

Professional Development and Student Organizations

Symposium Presenters

If you submitted your presentation for judging and would like to see your scores, stop by the CNR SSC.

Forestry Students!

If you have not yet taken your written skills exam make sure to do so by May 12th!

Have something you want added to the CNR Reporter? Want to submit a photo? Please send all submissions and photos to CNR.Reporter@uwsp.edu

Is there someone in your classes who you feel deserves to be recognized for all of the hard work that they do? Is there a faculty or staff member that you would love to show your appreciation to? Do you know someone doing some cool research? All of these are reasons to nominate someone to be featured in the CNR Spotlight! Make someone’s day by nominating them HERE!